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Azure Cache for Redis improves the performance and scalability of your 

applications by copying frequently accessed data and storing them in-memory. 

More cost-effective and efficient for transient workloads, Azure Cache for Redis 

helps lower your total cost of ownership while reducing latency. 

Primary usage scenarios 

Cloud migrationMessage brokerSession storeDistributed cache

Improve app response 

times and reduce 

costs by copying data 

to a cache rather than 

a primary datastore

Temporarily store and 

access session data 

when users log-in and 

remain active

Implement a 

publish/subscribe 

architecture for fast and 

reliable communication 

between microservices

Migrate existing 

on-premises Redis 

caches to a fully 

managed service in 

the cloud 

Core benefits

Spend less time and effort on managing infrastructure by letting Azure Cache for Redis 

handle patching, updates, provision, configuration, setup and scaling. 

Make your app more nimble and scalable than ever before with sub-millisecond latency, 

multiple tiers and cache sizes, and the ability to scale out with Redis Cluster. 

Base your app on the world’s most trusted cloud with seamless integration to all 

your favorite Azure tools, including Azure App Service and Azure databases. 

Take advantage of industry-leading capabilities and reliability including Redis Modules, 

Redis on Flash, and a 99.99% SLA in the enterprise tier.

Feature Enterprise Premium Standard Basic

Security via Firewall rules ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Encryption in transit ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Data Replication ✔ ✔ ✔

Service Level Agreement (SLA) 99.99% 99.9% 99.9% -

Redis data persistence ✔ ✔ - -

Redis cluster ✔ ✔ - -

Enhanced security and isolation with VNet ✔ ✔ - -

Import/Export ✔ ✔ - -

RediSearch, RedisBloom, and RedisTimeSeries ✔ - - -

Redis on Flash ✔ - - -

Features by edition

Azure Cache for Redis is available in four different tiers. Basic and Standard tiers are single node caches ideas for 

non-critical workloads. Premium and Enterprise tier support advanced features for higher performance. 

Learn more about Azure Cache for Redis today!

Grow your knowledge
azure.microsoft.com/services/

cache/

Try Azure Cache for free 
azure.microsoft.com/free/

Gain caching skills on MS Learn
docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/ 

optimize-your-web-apps-with-redis/

Your app. 

Faster. 

Use Azure for Redis Enterprise migration 

Enterprise and Enterprise flash tiers natively integrate Redis Enterprise features into Azure 

Access a higher SLA and top features like RediSearch, RedisBloom, and RedisTimeSeries 

Receive integrated billing, use your Azure commitments, and get joint support from 

Microsoft and Redis Labs 

Azure

https://azure.microsoft.com/services/cache/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/free/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/optimize-your-web-apps-with-redis/

